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Singapore’s Report Card
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As a nation, Singapore’s standards of corporate

governance are measured regularly against its peers in

two different studies:

1. ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard

2. Asian Corporate Governance Association’s CG

Watch



ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard
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• Held biennially

• Initiative of the ASEAN Capital Markets Forum

• 6 ASEAN countries participate, including Malaysia,

Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines and Vietnam

• MAS has appointed SID and the Centre for

Governance & Sustainability at NUS as the domestic

ranking bodies for Singapore

• Latest report issued in December 2020



ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard
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Good news

– 5 Singapore companies were ranked in ASEAN’s Top 20 companies:

SATS, UOB, SGX, Singtel & OCBC

– On average, Singapore companies scored 88.3 points out of 130

points, our highest score to date, since inception in 2012/2013

Bad news

– We lagged quite far behind Thailand (96.6 points) and Malaysia

(95 points)

– Malaysia took seven spots in the ASEAN Top 20 companies list

– Compared to our regional rivals, we lost points because of our

corporate governance disclosures in our annual reports
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Asian Corporate Governance 

Association’s CG Watch
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– Also held biennially, CG Watch ranks the corporate

governance standards of 12 APAC markets

– The first report was issued in 2003, with the latest

report issued in May 2021, together with CLSA

– Hong Kong and Singapore regularly tussled for top

spot until Australia was entered into the report, and

since then has consolidated its iron-clad grip at the

top
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Governance of Private Companies
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– In Singapore, we have seen the liquidations and closure of

many homegrown names such as Robinsons, Hyflux, Hin Leong,

Five Star Tours, California Fitness, True Spa, Asia-Euro

Holidays, Home-fix, Honestbee and countless F&B businesses

– Many large private companies may have many employees,

investors and creditors and have an outsized business and

social impact on the public if they fail

– Private companies have always benefited from the privileges

of having limited liability while not being subjected to the

same level of reporting and accountability as listed

companies



The Wates Principles
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– All that changed in the UK with the collapse of British Home

Stores, which was a retail chain with 240 stores with

thousands of employees losing their pensions and jobs

– That drove the British government to launch secondary

legislation to require all private companies of a significant

size to disclose their corporate governance arrangements for

financial years that started on or after 1 January 2019

– The legislation applies to private companies with either

• More than 2,000 employees, or

• Turnover of >£200 million and a balance sheet of >£2

billion



The Wates Principles
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– The Wates Corporate Governance Principles for Large Private

Companies were then developed to help a diverse range of

companies to explain the application and relevance of their

corporate governance arrangements, without being unduly

prescriptive

– The rules require companies to publish a corporate governance

statement in their annual report and website, focusing on six

principles (purpose and leadership, board composition, board

responsibilities, opportunity and risk, remuneration, and

stakeholder relationships and engagement)



The Wates Principles
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– Similar to the Code of Corporate Governance which applies

only to publicly listed companies, but on an “apply and

explain” approach

– Will these changes see their way here?

– Even charities in Singapore have had a Code of Corporate

Governance for Charities and IPCs since 2007

“Good business, well done, is a force for good in society”

- Sir James Wates CBE



Audit and Corporate Governance 

Reform in the UK
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– In a long anticipated public consultation exercise that just

closed this month, the UK government proposed substantial

and far reaching changes to the UK's audit, corporate

reporting and corporate governance regimes, in the wake of

accounting scandals involving Carillion and Thomas Cook

– Some of the key proposals include

• Additional directors' responsibility for corporate reporting and

accountability for internal controls

• New powers for the regulator to take enforcement action against

directors and sanction them

• New dividend disclosures and a new directors' dividend statement



Audit and Corporate Governance 

Reform in the UK
19

• Mandating an annual Resilience Statement, setting out how directors

assess the company’s prospects and addressing challenges over the

short, medium and long term

• Requiring the publication of a three year rolling Audit and Assurance

Policy on how directors seek internal and external assurance of

information reported to shareholders

• Formation of a new regulator, ARGA (Audit Reporting and

Governance Authority), with powers to direct changes to company

accounts without the need for a court order

• ARGA has power to review the entire annual report, including the

corporate governance statement and other reports, not just the

accounts



Audit and Corporate Governance 

Reform in the UK
20

• Creating a “managed shared audit” regime for FTSE 350 companies

to increase the choice of audit firms, boost the capacity of challenger

firms and drive up audit quality

• Regulator may have power to introduce a market share cap

– Proposals apply to “public interest entities” (which are listed

companies, insurance companies and other institutions) but will

also be extended to large private groups, charities and

universities, potentially covering thousands of additional

companies

– There are fears that this may result in higher costs of

compliance and increase the burden on companies in the midst

of the pandemic
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